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The neuropsychological literature has identified declines with 
“normal” aging that span multiple cognitive domains (e.g., Craik & 
Salthouse, 1992; Light, 1996; Woodruff-Pak, 1997), but little is known 
about the etiology of such declines. It is possible that cognitive losses 
are the result of changes in a common underlying mechanism, such as 
declining processing speed (for a review, see Salthouse, 1996) or 
inhibitory control (e.g., Hasher & Zacks, 1988). For example, selective 
attention to a subset of a complex environment, activation of 
appropriate meanings during language and text comprehension, and 
activation of appropriate memories at encoding and retrieval all 
depend on a person's ability to suppress interfering stimuli, 
interpretations, and memories, respectively (see Dempster & Brainerd, 
1995). As such, cognitive inhibition is receiving particularly strong 
interest in the developmental literature, at both ends of the life span, 
as a possible underpinning of developmental changes in cognition 
(Bjorklund & Harnishfeger, 1995; Brainerd & Reyna, 1993; Dempster, 
1993; Diamond, 1990; Hasher & Zacks, 1988). 
Much evidence of inhibitory decline in aging has come to light in 
recent years, although the finding is far from universal (cf. McDowd, 
Oseas-Kreger, & Filion, 1995). For example, studies show that older 
adults experience more intrusions of task-irrelevant information (e.g., 
G. Cohen, 1988), more interference when learning a new task that 
competes with a previously learned response (Kausler & Hakami, 
1982), and more perseveration when learning a new categorical 
response contingency (Haaland, Vranes, Goodwin, & Garry, 1987). 
Indeed, older humans and nonhuman animals demonstrate deficits in 
inhibitory function in a number of domains, including comparable 
processing of relevant and irrelevant sensory stimuli (cf. McDowd et 
al., 1995), decreased latent inhibition (Misanin, Blatt, & Hinderliter, 
1985), reduced or slowed habituation (McDowd & Filion, 1992), and 
increased intrusive thoughts (Hashtroudi, Johnson, & Chrosniak, 
1990). In addition, in some studies of older adults, it appears that 
there is increased difficulty in shifting set (Benton, Eslinger, & 
Damasio, 1981; Leach, Warner, Hotz-Sud, Kaplan, & Freedman, 1991) 
and that irrelevant information persists in working memory to compete 
with relevant information (e.g., Hamm & Hasher, 1992; Hartman & 
Hasher, 1991). Other inhibition-related tasks have produced more 
variable results in elders. Specifically, some studies show increased 
semantic interference (e.g., the “Stroop effect,” N. Cohen, Dustman, & 
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Bradford 1984; Houx, Jolles, & Vreling, 1993; Panek, Rush, & Slade, 
1984) and decreased negative priming (e.g., Fox, 1995; McDowd & 
Oseas-Kreger, 1991), whereas others have found no such declines 
(e.g., Kieley & Hartley, 1997; Little & Hartley, 2000; Verhaeghen & de 
Meersman, 1998). 
The variability in findings of inhibitory function in aging might 
result from differences across tasks. Inhibition is often considered an 
“executive function” (cf. Lezak, 1995), but there is controversy over 
the unity or diversity of such functions and their neuroanatomical 
bases (e.g., Duncan, Johnson, Swales, & Freer, 1997; Miyake, 
Friedman, Emerson, Witzki, & Howerter, 2000; Teuber, 1972). For 
example, a recent study showed that there are at least three 
correlated but separable “executive” constructs: mental task- or set-
shifting, information updating and monitoring, and inhibition (Miyake 
et al., 2000). As such, it may be that “inhibition” is not a single 
construct and that aging might affect various inhibition subtypes 
differentially. Sensory and motoric inhibition tasks, however, have 
shown fairly consistent age-related decline (cf. McDowd et al., 1995). 
The functional neuroanatomy of inhibition is not fully 
understood, but prefrontal areas have been repeatedly implicated 
across task types. For example, inhibition deficits have been implicated 
in prefrontal lobe damage in both human and animal models (e.g., 
Butters, Butters, Rosen, & Stein, 1973; Grafman, 1995; Iverson & 
Mishkin, 1970) and in frontal lobe-associated clinical syndromes such 
as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (Barkley, 1997), Tourette's 
syndrome (Peterson et al., 1998), and obsessive-compulsive disorder 
(Enright & Beech, 1993). Furthermore, neuroimaging and 
neuropsychological studies implicate prefrontal lobe function in 
inhibitory control. For example, neuroimaging studies of response 
inhibition have revealed cerebral activation most consistently in ventral 
and dorsal prefrontal areas, particularly in the right hemisphere (e.g., 
Casey, Castellanos, et al., 1997; Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; 
Garavan, Ross, & Stein, 1999; Humberstone et al., 1997; Jonides, 
Smith, Marshuetz, Koeppe, & Reuter-Lorenz, 1998; Kawashima et al., 
1996; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; Konishi, 
Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, & Miyashita, 1998; Konishi et al., 1999; 
Smith, Jonides, Marshuetz, & Koeppe, 1998; Tsujimoto et al., 1997). 
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Many of the cognitive deficits that older adults exhibit are 
associated with the frontal lobes (e.g., McDowd & Oseas-Kreger, 1991; 
Parkin & Walter, 1992). Consistent with these findings, aging is 
associated with cortical volume losses that are particularly notable in 
the frontal cortices (cf. Kemper, 1994; Madden & Hoffman, 1997; Raz, 
2000; Raz et al., 1997). Indeed, some theories focus exclusively on 
frontal lobe changes to explain age-related cognitive decline (e.g., 
Arbuckle & Gold, 1993; Kramer, Humphrey, Latish, Logan, & Strayer, 
1994; Moscovitch & Winocur, 1995; West, 1996). 
Neuroimaging techniques could be very useful in clarifying and 
explaining age-related effects on cognition, but this literature is very 
small at present, and the findings across studies are rather 
inconsistent. These inconsistencies probably result from 
methodological (e.g., task) differences across studies. However, age-
related activation differences have been found in positron emission 
computed tomography (PET) studies of perceptual and memory tasks. 
Frequently, these studies were characterized by decreased activation 
in elders in some regions relative to young adults, which was often 
accompanied by increased activation in other, sometimes 
contralateral, areas (e.g., Backman et al., 1997; Cabeza, Anderson, 
Houle, Mangels, & Nyberg, 2000; Cabeza et al., 1997; Grady et al., 
1995, 1998; Madden et al., 1999; Nagahama et al., 1997; Reuter-
Lorenz et al., 2000). 
Increased activation in elders has typically been associated with 
compensation. One view, the recruitment hypothesis, posits that 
diffuse neuron loss in aging is associated with transient (i.e., task-
demand associated) use of additional circuits to aid performance (e.g., 
Cabeza et al., 1997). For example, several studies showed more 
bilateral activation, particularly in the frontal lobes, during episodic 
memory retrieval and working memory in older adults, which has been 
attributed to homologous areas that are recruited to assist in task 
performance (e.g., Backman et al., 1997; Cabeza et al., 1997; Madden 
et al., 1999; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000). Another view, 
reorganization, posits that neural decline in aging prompts the 
consistent use of alternative brain circuitry as a means of 
compensation for failing circuitry (e.g., Della-Maggiore et al., 2000; 
Grady, 1998). Evidence included decreased activation in one 
nonfrontal region that was accompanied by increased activation in a 
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prefrontal area (e.g., Grady et al., 1994). More important, recruitment 
and reorganization may be less distinguishable than a discussion of 
them as separate “views” implies. That is, “recruited” and “alternative” 
circuits might be indistinguishable depending on the analytic technique 
used, and in some cases they might be one and the same because 
they both can reflect compensatory activity. 
One important difficulty for neuroimaging studies of clinical or 
special populations is the potential confounding of performance 
differences with activation differences. Indeed, this potential confound 
complicates interpretation of previous aging-neuroimaging studies and 
may contribute to inconsistencies in results among them. The advent 
of event-related procedures, however, can substantially reduce this 
difficulty by allowing the removal of error-based contributions to 
functional maps. That is, activation responses collected during error 
trials may be quite different than those collected during correct trials, 
the inclusion of which can effectively increase “noise” relative to 
“signal” in analysis. The removal of error trials reduces noise, thereby 
effectively enhancing signal. Thus, although a task may be inherently 
more demanding or difficult for one group compared with another, 
actual performance differences can be removed and activation can be 
compared only during performance successes so that the groups are 
better equated. 
The purpose of this study was to use the specificity and spatial 
and temporal resolution afforded by event-related fMRI to evaluate the 
functional neuroanatomy of inhibitory control in adults ranging from 
young to elderly, with performance factors controlled. The article is 
presented in two parts, with analysis of all participants (aged 18 to 78 
years) in Part 1 to examine age effects and analysis of just a subset of 
older participants in Part 2 to separately examine age and 
performance factors. 
Part 1: Participants Aged 18 to 78 
 
A response inhibition, or conditional go/no-go, task developed 
for use with fMRI (Garavan et al., 1999) was used to evaluate the 
functional neuroanatomy of inhibitory control in four age-associated 
groups of healthy, well-educated adults. Based on the cognitive aging 
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literature, slower and less accurate performance on the task was 
expected in older relative to younger groups (cf. McDowd et al., 1995). 
In addition, all groups were expected to demonstrate predominantly 
right hemisphere prefrontal and parietal activation during successful 
inhibitions (“no-go”; e.g., Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi, Nakajima, 
Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 1999), and older 
groups were expected to exhibit additional diffuse activation, 
particularly in prefrontal regions (e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997; Grady et 
al., 1994; Madden et al., 1997). Thus, the results were expected to 
support the recruitment hypothesis. Finally, it was predicted that 
response to targets (“go”) would elicit activation areas that are distinct 
from those for no-go stimuli, predominantly in motor and premotor 
regions, with relatively comparable activation in the age groups 
(because there was no basis for prediction of specific differences). 
Method 
Participants 
Thirty-four participants who spanned the adult age range (18–
78 years; 20 women, 14 men) participated in this experiment. 
Participants were recruited from local colleges and universities, 
through newspaper advertisements, and from a university retirees 
group. Some participants were paid $10 per hour for their participation 
in the study. All participants were predominantly right handed; they 
were free of medications, alcohol, drugs, and medical conditions that 
could impact on performance or functional imaging; they fasted 
(except water) for at least 2 hr prior to imaging; and they were free of 
significant history of or present neurological and psychological 
conditions. Visual acuity was corrected, as necessary, to match to 
prescription lenses, or to at least 20/40. Participants aged 50 and over 
were screened with the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; scores above 
26, M = 28.6, SD = 1.5; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) and the 
Geriatric Depression Scale (scores below 10, M = 2.9, SD = 3.1; 
Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986). 
Participants were divided into four groups based on age: a 
young adult group (18–31 years, M = 25.5; 4 women, 6 men), a 
middle adult group (33–55 years, M = 43.3; 4 women, 3 men), a 
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young elderly group (62–72 years, M = 68.9; 8 women, 1 man), and 
an elderly group (73–78 years, M = 75.1; 4 women, 4 men). The 
groups differed significantly in number of years of education, with 
education increasing with age, F(3, 30) = 5.54, p ≤ .004; mean (± 
SD) = 15.5 (1.8), 17.1 (2.0), 16.9 (2.2), 19.3 (1.8) for young, middle 
adult, young elderly, and elderly, respectively. Post hoc analysis 
determined that the elderly group had significantly more education 
than did each of the other three groups (Tukey's honestly significant 
difference [HSD], p ≤ .05). Recruitment from a university-affiliated 
retirement group was done to better equate young with old in 
education, although somewhat the opposite extreme was achieved. 
However, this was expected to have little impact on the study because 
declines in older adults could be confounded with a lack of education 
but not confounded with advanced education. 
Materials 
The response inhibition task (see Figure 1) has been used 
previously as a measure of motoric inhibition for event-related fMRI 
(Garavan et al., 1999). A stream of letters was presented serially at 
500-ms intervals with an interstimulus interval of 0 ms. Participants 
were required to press a button whenever specific letters (X or Y) were 
presented. Following two training and practice runs with 75 targets 
(i.e., for practice and to develop a prepotent response to the targets), 
a second rule was added that stipulated response only to alternating 
target letters (e.g., X, Y, X), thereby requiring inhibition of response to 
repeated target letters (e.g., X, X). For example, if the last letter to 
which a participant made a response was an X, then a response was 
only to be made to a Y, inhibiting a response to any Xs (“lures”) that 
occurred in the interim. This differs somewhat from standard go/no-go 
tasks in that there is no consistent stimulus–response mapping (e.g., 
green = go, red = no-go), but as such, the current task maximizes 
response prepotency. In addition, although there is a working memory 
component to the task (i.e., “1-back”), there is no need to update 
working memory during lure presentation, thereby separating the 
working memory load and response inhibition components of the task. 
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Figure 1. Response inhibition task. Letters were presented serially in black 
on a white background, one every 500 ms with 0-ms interstimulus interval. 
The task required participants to respond with a button press to the target 
letters X and Y in alternation. Nonalternating presentations of the letter X or Y 
(i.e., “lure”) required withholding, or inhibiting, a response 
One practice run with lures occurred prior to scanning. (Some 
older participants elected to do two practice runs.) Inhibiting 
responses to these lures was required on average every 20 s. Valid 
targets were presented on average every 3.5 s. A minimum of 30 
letters (15 s) were presented between lures. During imaging, 
participants completed four runs (250 letters in each) that contained a 
total of 150 correct targets and 25 lures (of 1,000 total letters). The 
proportion of correct targets (six times as many targets as lures) was 
designed to be relatively high to maintain the prepotency of the 
response to the target letters. 
Imaging parameters 
Functional and anatomical brain imaging was conducted using a 
1.5T GE Signa scanner equipped with a 30.5-cm i.d. 3-axis local 
gradient coil and an endcapped quadrature birdcage radio-frequency 
head-coil (Wong, Buskamp, & Hyde, 1992). Anatomic images (high-
resolution spoiled GRASS) were acquired prior to functional imaging to 
enable subsequent anatomical localization of functional activation. 
Contiguous 7-mm sagittal slices that covered the entire brain were 
collected using a blipped gradient echo, echo-planar pulse sequence 
(TE = 40 ms; TR = 2000; FOV = 24 cm; 64 × 64 matrix; 3.75 × 3.75 
in-plane resolution). Soft foam padding was used to limit head 
movements, and earplugs were used for hearing protection. Prism 
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glasses (with correction, as necessary) were used to view the task, 
which was back projected on a screen at the participant's feet. 
Analyses of fMRI data 
All data processing was conducted with the software package 
AFNI (Cox, 1996). In-plane motion correction and edge detection 
algorithms were applied first to correct for minor head movements. 
The fMRI images were then viewed cinematically (i.e., rapidly in 
series) to detect and then remove participants with uncorrectable head 
movements. Trials in which participants were unsuccessful in detecting 
targets or inhibiting a response to lures were omitted from further 
analysis. 
A deconvolution procedure was used to separately identify lure 
and target waveforms. Importantly, event-related designs do not 
require a separate control condition as a “baseline” because baseline 
can be computed based on the portion(s) of the entire time-series 
where there is an absolute absence of events, the remainder of the 
time series being considered baseline plus the events or parts of the 
events. The deconvolution model includes both intercept and slope 
parameters, whereby the intercept parameter represents the baseline 
component of the time series. The individual impulse-response 
functions that are derived for the deconvolution were each modeled 
using a nonlinear regression (NLR) procedure (Ward et al., 1998). 
Each voxel was modeled with the gamma-variate function, y = k(t − 
t0)re−(t−t0)/bu(t − t0), where u is the step function such that  
 
This function has been shown to be a good model of the hemodynamic 
response (Aguirre, Zarahn, & D'Esposito, 1998; M. Cohen, 1997). The 
model parameters k, r, b, and t0 were allowed to vary around those 
found by M. Cohen (1997), and the onset times were constrained to 
occur within 4 s of lure events, to allow for the large inter- and 
intrasubject variability of the hemodynamic response (Aguirre et al., 
1998). For the NLR procedure, 1,000 random starting values of the 
model parameters were chosen within their respective ranges. For the 
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10 starting vectors with the smallest sum-squares error (SSE), the 
values of the parameters were optimized using the simplex algorithm, 
with the resulting fit with the minimum SSE kept. From this fit, the 
area under the curve was calculated and, expressed as a percentage of 
the area under the baseline, was used in subsequent statistical 
analyses. 
The NLR procedure thus achieved the best-fitting function for 
each voxel time-series within the parameters of a typical 
hemodynamic waveform. This general procedure has been used 
successfully in an event-related study with a gamma-variate model 
(Garavan et al., 1999) and in an emotion study that was using a beta-
variate model (Garavan et al., 2000). The use of this technique is also 
supported by our recent finding of no differences in the model 
parameters between young and older adults with this task (except in 
regional magnitudes; Nielson, Garavan, Langenecker, Stein, & Rao, 
2001), which is consistent with the findings of D'Esposito, Zarahn, 
Aguirre, and Rypma (1999). The area under the fit was converted to a 
percentage area-under-the-curve (%AUC) using the baseline from the 
deconvolution. The %AUC maps were converted to the standard 
stereotaxic coordinate system of Talairach and Tournoux (1988). 
Images were spatially blurred using a 4.2-mm full-width-at-half-
maximum isotropic Gaussian filter. 
For lure and target analyses, one-sample t tests were performed 
for each separate participant group, on a voxel-by-voxel basis, 
using %AUC. A Monte Carlo randomization procedure was used to 
identify the probability of obtaining erroneous activation clusters. This 
procedure generates voxels at a rate equal to the significance criterion 
specified, proportional to the total number of voxels in the dataset, 
and calculates a cluster size that corresponds to the true false-positive 
rate for these conditions. Using 1,000 iterations, a false positive 
cluster probability of .001 was achieved with a minimum cluster size of 
109 mm3. This statistical threshold, for example, t(8) = 5.04, p 
≤ .001, in combination with the 109-mm3 minimum cluster criterion, 
was then applied to all voxels in the real data. The advantages of 
combining a voxel-based threshold with a minimum cluster size have 
been described elsewhere (e.g., Forman et al., 1995; Ward et al., 
1998). When the results of this procedure were viewed, a single, 
extremely large left motor cortex cluster that was associated with the 
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target response analysis resulted, which encompassed much of the 
precentral and postcentral gyri. Presumably, this activation reflects the 
target motor response, and its large size reflects the greater power of 
this analysis than the analysis for lures (i.e., there were six times as 
many targets as lures within the time-series). As such, a more 
stringent threshold (t = 6.62, p ≤ .0003) was applied to the target 
data to better detect distinct clusters of activation in different 
anatomical locations. 
Significantly, active areas for each of the four age groups were 
combined, separately for targets and lures, such that all significant 
clusters, from any group, were used as regions of interest (ROI). Each 
participant's average %AUC in each ROI cluster was determined. 
These %AUC values were then used in separate analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) procedures, with a p ≤ .01 threshold for significance, to 
determine differences among the four age groups. 
Behavioral analyses 
An ANOVA was used to evaluate group differences in percentage 
of correct successful inhibitions, percentage of correct valid target 
responses (correct response within 1 s of target presentation), and 
averaged response times to targets. Correlations were computed 
between behavioral performance indices and average cluster %AUC 
values as confirmatory, post hoc analyses. As such, no correction 
factor was used; these analyses were held to a significance criterion of 
p ≤ .05. 
Results 
Behavioral analyses 
Group statistics for performance on the response inhibition task 
are presented in Table 1. There was a significant difference among the 
groups in reaction time, F(3, 30) = 3.01, p ≤ .045, where post hoc 
analysis revealed that the elderly group was significantly slower than 
was the young group (Tukey's HSD, p ≤ .01; all others, p ≥ .08). 
There was no significant effect of group on percentage of correct 
targets, F(3, 30) = 2.1, p ≥ .13, or percentage of successful 
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inhibitions, F(3, 30) = 2.27, p ≥ .10. Although the groups did not 
significantly differ in inhibitory performance, a trend toward decline 
with age was evident (see Table 1). A correlational analysis confirmed 
this, revealing a negative relationship between percentage of correct 
inhibitions and age (r = −.435, p ≤ .01). Furthermore, it was notable 
that only in participants over the age of 50 was inhibitory performance 
≤80% correct (≤80% correct in young: 0 of 10; middle adult: 2 of 7; 
young elderly: 5 of 9; elderly: 4 of 8). Overall, the scores ranged from 
28% correct inhibitions (7 of 25 trials; 2 participants, 1 each in the 
middle adult and elderly groups) to 100% correct. 
 
Descriptive Statistics for the Response Inhibition Task in Each Group 
Functional activation to response inhibition (lures) 
In each participant group, activation during successful inhibition 
involved a distributed network of regions that was comparable to what 
has been described previously for young adults (e.g., Garavan et al., 
1999). Right prefrontal and parietal regions were most common in 
each group, as well as left frontal regions in some groups. Forty-three 
clusters, all those that met criteria for significant activation in at least 
one group, were compared between-groups (see Table 2). Significant 
group differences were found in the left middle and inferior gyri, 
presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA), left putamen, bilateral 
caudate, thalamus, right middle frontal gyrus, and right fusiform 
gyrus. Post hoc analyses revealed two clusters, in the right middle 
frontal and fusiform gyri, which were more active in the young group 
than in others. Several striatal–thalamic clusters were significantly less 
active in the middle adult group relative to other groups. However, 
most of the significant differences were attributable to greater 
activation in the elderly group relative to other groups, particularly in 
one right middle frontal gyrus cluster and in multiple left frontal 
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clusters (see Figure 2a). 
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Clusters of Significant Activation Associated With Response Inhibition (No-Go) in Any 
of the Four Participant Groups, With Between-Groups Analysis Results 
 
 
Figure 2. Coronal sections showing similarities and differences in activation in Part 1 
among the participant groups during successful inhibition (no-go; a) and response to 
targets (go; b) and in Part 2 between the two participant groups for successful 
inhibition (c). The coloration shows clusters of significant activation that were 
equivalent in the groups (green), significantly greater for elderly participants than 
other groups (red), significantly greater for young than other groups (blue), and 
significantly reduced (in a) or greater (in b) in middle adults than other groups 
(violet). Sections are in standard radiological orientation (i.e., right is left) and are 10 
mm apart beginning at 32 mm anterior (relative to the anterior commissure) in Panels 
(a) and (c) and 24 mm anterior in panel (b) 
Pearson correlations of lure cluster activation (%AUC) with task 
performance variables revealed associations between right parietal 
activation and better inhibition performance (clusters denoted by 
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Brodmann area here are also indicated in Table 2 by §; rarea19 
= .439, p ≤ .009; rarea40 = .378, p ≤ .03) as well as better target 
performance (rarea40 = .607, p ≤ .001) and faster target reaction 
time (rarea40 = −.437, p ≤ .01). Increased activation in left middle 
frontal gyrus, which was greater in older than in younger participants, 
was associated with slowed reaction time to targets, rarea44 = .479, p 
≤ .004. 
Functional activation to target response 
In each participant group, activation during response to targets 
involved a distributed network of motor regions. Left frontal (e.g., 
precentral gyrus and SMA proper), parietal, and basal ganglia regions 
(note that participants were right handed) were apparent in each 
group. It is notable that a different threshold for activation clusters 
was used for the target data than for the lure data to see more specific 
regional activation in response to targets (see Method). This change in 
threshold did not alter the functional map. That is, it provided more 
discrete regional activation clusters than it provided with the original 
threshold, which provided a single, large cluster encompassing most of 
the left precentral and postcentral gyri. More anterior frontal activation 
was not found using either threshold. Table 3 displays the clusters that 
were significantly active in at least one group as well as the between-
groups analysis results. The young group exhibited greater activation 
than did the older groups, predominantly in basal ganglia and thalamic 
regions, as well as in the right cingulate and left fusiform areas (see 
Figure 2b). There was also a trend toward greater activation in left 
precentral gyrus in the young (see Table 3). 
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Clusters of Significant Activation Associated With Target Response (Go) in Any of the 
Four Participant Groups, With Between-Group Analysis Results 
Target cluster activation (%AUC) correlations with task 
performance variables revealed some interesting relationships. Better 
target performance was associated with increased activation in the left 
fusiform gyrus (r = .451, p ≤ .007) and left caudate, (r = .459, p 
≤ .006), with a trend also for the left ventral posterior lateral thalamus 
(r = .350, p ≤ .05) and left putamen (r = .342, p ≤ .05). Faster 
reaction time was associated with increased left fusiform (r = −.452, p 
≤ .01) and left inferior occiptal/temporal areas (Brodmann area 18/19; 
r = −.475, p ≤ .004), with a trend also with increased left caudate 
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activation (r = −.386, p ≤ .02) and decreased left cingulate activation 
(r = .407, p ≤ .02). The specific clusters bearing these relationships 
are indicated in Table 3 by §. 
Discussion 
The results of Part 1 showed that older participants had 
generally slower reaction time and poorer inhibition performance than 
did younger participants. This finding is consistent with some cognitive 
studies suggesting that inhibitory ability declines with age (see Hasher 
& Zacks, 1988; McDowd et al., 1995; Moscovitch & Winocur, 1995). 
As predicted from previous go/no-go task research (e.g., Casey, 
Castellanos, et al., 1997; Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; Garavan et al., 
1999; Humberstone et al., 1997; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, 
Kameyama, et al., 1998; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 
1998; Konishi et al., 1999), functional activation associated with 
successful inhibition was predominantly right lateralized and focused in 
prefrontal (e.g., middle and inferior frontal gyri and pre-SMA) and 
parietal regions. Importantly, activation associated with response to 
targets was distinguishable from that for inhibition, involving an 
anticipated motor circuit that included left precentral gyrus and SMA 
proper, right cerebellum, bilateral parietal, and left basal ganglia and 
thalamus. These findings are comparable with those described 
previously with this task (e.g., Garavan et al., 1999). There were only 
a few between-group differences in target response activation. 
Younger participants had greater activation than did older groups in 
some basal ganglia, thalamus, left fusiform, and bilateral cingulate 
regions. In addition, fast reaction time and accuracy were associated 
with greater fusiform and basal ganglia activation and with less 
cingulate activation. It should be mentioned that some researchers 
have suggested caution in interpretation of age-related activation 
differences when elders exhibit reduced activation relative to younger 
adults because of greater intravoxel noise-to-signal ratio (D'Esposito, 
Zarahn, et al., 1999). However, this potential problem is somewhat 
minimized by the analysis technique used in this study, which analyzed 
only correctly performed trials and identified regional (voxel-wise) 
activation in each group separately prior to any combined analysis. 
Error trials can decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of an analysis. In 
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addition, combined analyses in which the activation map is determined 
on all subjects simultaneously can disadvantage older adults in terms 
of signal power because young adults, who typically perform better, 
have more (correct) trials included in the analyses. Although elders 
may still have lower signal-to-noise ratios than young adults do, the 
procedures used here at least minimize the sources of the effect. 
The pattern of group differences in activation was quite different 
for inhibition. During successful inhibition, only two regions showed 
greater activation in the youngest group than in older groups. These 
were in the right middle frontal gyrus (Brodmann area 46/9) and in 
the right fusiform gyrus. The right middle frontal gyrus region, along 
with several of the other clusters, is consistent with an area other 
researchers have found important in response inhibition and go/no-go 
tasks (e.g., Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, 
et al., 1998). Indeed, Casey, Trainor, et al. (1997) reported that when 
comparing children and adults on inhibitory performance, the middle 
frontal gyrus was the only region where the volume of activation was 
significantly correlated with age. They suggested that this area is 
central to the development of inhibitory ability. Although most of the 
clusters in right middle frontal gyrus were comparable in activation 
among the groups, the apparent age-related decrease in this cluster 
during successful inhibition could be an indicator of functional decline 
in inhibition. 
The right fusiform also had greater activation during inhibition in 
the young than it had in older groups. Fusiform activation has been 
observed in other neuroimaging and neurophysiology studies using 
response inhibition and go/no-go tasks, but little interpretation of it 
has been given (e.g., Garavan et al., 1999; Kiehl, Kiddle, & Hopfinger, 
2000; Tsujimoto et al., 1997). Fusiform gyrus has been linked with 
face processing, color perception, expertise, and visual attention (e.g., 
Allison, McCarthy, Nobre, Puce, & Belger, 1994). One fMRI study of 
visuomotor attentional set-shifting, similar to a go/no-go task, 
reported activation in left middle frontal gyrus, bilateral inferior frontal 
gyri, and left fusiform gyrus (Omori et al., 1999). The authors 
suggested that the fusiform activation reflected an attentional demand 
for visual processing in light of a motor selection rule, which was also 
required by our task. The results of Omori et al. are similar to ours, 
which suggests that fusiform activation in our data may reflect visuo-
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motor attentional demands. Greater activation in this region in young 
relative to older participants could suggest greater difficulty for elders 
in meeting this demand. 
In contrast to the two regions with greater activation in young, 
the majority of group differences in inhibition activation involved 
greater activation in elderly participants relative to others. Most of 
these regions were in left prefrontal clusters (e.g., Brodmann areas 6, 
44, 45). The increased left prefrontal activation in older adults that has 
been reported in PET studies of perceptual and memory tasks has 
been interpreted as compensatory (e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997; Grady et 
al., 1994; Madden et al., 1997). Our data support such a conclusion. 
That is, because the older adults have more difficulty with the task, 
their comparable (and in one case reduced) activation in right 
prefrontal clusters during successful inhibition is accompanied by the 
recruitment of left prefrontal regions to complete the task successfully. 
Indeed, slower reaction time, which might reflect increased difficulty 
with the task and therefore a greater requirement for functional 
recruitment, was associated with increased activation in one left 
prefrontal cluster (Brodmann area 44; Broca's area). This relationship 
could also be a result of greater use of subvocal rehearsal of the 
previous target compared with the current target (i.e., lure) in older 
adults. This finding conflicts with that of Rypma and D'Esposito (2000), 
who reported a negative association between prefrontal activation and 
reaction time in elders, and instead is consistent with their results of a 
positive association in younger adults. The difference might simply 
reflect task or regional differences, because neither is directly 
comparable between studies. 
The last region with greater elderly activation than in other 
groups was in Brodmann area 6 in the right hemisphere, a region 
functionally defined as pre-SMA (e.g., Picard & Strick, 1996; Vorobiev, 
Bovoni, Rizzolatti, Metelli, & Luppino, 1998). As distinct from SMA 
proper, pre-SMA has been identified as critical for response inhibition 
(Garavan et al., 1999; Humberstone et al., 1997). Additional evidence 
of the importance of pre-SMA for response inhibition comes from a 
person with a bilateral (but primarily right hemisphere) tumor in this 
region, who had selective, severe inhibitory deficits on a go/no-go task 
and impaired Trail-Making-B performance until the tumor was removed 
(Leimkuhler & Mesulam, 1985). In the present study, there were 
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several regions of activation in both the right and left hemispheres 
that could be characterized as pre-SMA, with only the one cluster 
differing between the groups. Similar to the relative increase in left 
prefrontal activation in elderly participants, their increased right pre-
SMA activation is suggestive of compensation. 
There were several group differences in basal ganglia and 
pulvinar clusters, all of which involved decreased activation in the 
middle adult group relative to other groups. The reason for this 
difference is unclear, particularly because this age group is relatively 
unstudied. Parkinson's disease, which affects the basal ganglia and 
usually onsets in middle adulthood, could lead to decreased basal 
ganglia activation, but the participants in the present sample had no 
indications of degenerative disease. Further study of this finding is 
warranted. 
Part 2: Participants Aged 50 and Over 
 
Part 1 revealed age-related differences in functional 
neuroanatomy of response inhibition. Importantly, inhibition 
performance on the task did not drop below 80% until age 50, and 
activation differences, also most notable after this age, were 
characterized by greater left prefrontal activation. Because the 
experiment was event related and analysis included only successfully 
inhibited trials, it could be concluded that the group differences were 
specifically age related rather than performance related. However, 
because there were older participants who performed quite well on the 
task, as well as those who performed more poorly (in contrast with 
younger participants who all performed well), a further analysis that 
attempted to separate age and performance effects was pursued. The 
participants aged 50 and over (from Part 1) were organized into two 
separate age groups. Both groups contained roughly equal numbers of 
“good” and “poor” performers. The data were reanalyzed based on 
median split (via age, performance) groupings to determine the 
relative contributions of age and performance to the functional 
neuroanatomy of inhibition. The older group was expected to exhibit 
comparable right prefrontal and parietal activation compared with the 
younger group as well as to exhibit greater left prefrontal activation 
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than younger elders exhibited. There was no firm basis on which to 
predict the effects of performance group. 
Method 
Participants 
Twenty participants from Part 1 (aged 50 to 78 years; 14 
women; 6 men) were included in Part 2, by including all from both the 
elderly and young elderly groups and a median split of those in the 
middle adult group (i.e., the 3 eldest of 7). The participants were 
subdivided into one of two groups by a median split on age (median = 
71.5 years; young-old = 10 adults aged 50 to 71 years; old-old = 10 
adults aged 72 to 78 years). Table 4 presents the cell sizes and 
demographic data for these groupings. The young-old group (8 
women, 2 men) and the old-old group (6 women, 4 men) differed in 
age, t(18) = −4.2, p ≤ .001, but did not differ on the MMSE, t(18) 
= .82, p ≥ .10, education, t(18) = −.89, p ≥ .10, percentage of 
correct inhibitions, t(18) = −.08, p ≥ .10, percentage of correct 
responses to targets, t(18) = 1.06, p ≥ .10, or average reaction time 
to targets, t(18) = −.79, p ≥ .10. 
 
Group Demographic and Performance Data for Part 2 
Whereas task performance was equivalent between groups, 
within each age group there were those with relatively good and those 
with relatively poor task performance. As such, the age groups were 
subdivided for post hoc analyses also by inhibition performance based 
on a median split of overall inhibition performance. The median score 
was 78%. Thus, good performers were those with five or fewer errors 
of commission (>78% correct, n = 10), and poor performers were 
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those with six or more errors (<78% correct). These distinctions are 
shown in Table 4. A factorial ANOVA 2 (age group) × 2 (performance 
group) showed only a main effect of performance group for percentage 
of correct inhibitions, F(1, 16) = 28.8, p ≤ .001, with no other 
significant main effects or interactions for any of the behavioral 
measures, Fs(1, 16) < 2.3, ps ≥ .15. 
Materials, imaging parameters, and analyses 
Functional and behavioral data for the response inhibition task 
were obtained during Part 1. Data processing techniques were identical 
to those that were used in Part 1. Although the fMRI data were 
obtained during Part 1, the analyses for successful inhibitions were 
redone for Part 2 based on the two new groups, young-old and old-old. 
The procedure and statistical thresholds were identical to those used 
for Part 1 except for the analysis-specific activation threshold value 
obtained with a new Monte Carlo randomization procedure, t(9) = 
4.50, p ≤ .001; volume ≥ 109 mm3. Functional comparisons were 
based on a 2 (age group) × 2 (performance group) ANOVA. 
Seventeen of the 20 participants were able to return on a day 
subsequent to scanning to perform the Trail-Making Test (Forms A and 
B; Lezak, 1995). This is a test of complex visual scanning with a motor 
speed component, which also involves attention and planning. Because 
both forms are affected by motor processing speed, Lezak (1995) 
recommended subtracting test time for Form A from that of Form B to 
correct for speed, leaving a more pure measure of executive 
functioning (p. 382). The group means for these difference scores are 
shown in Table 4. None of the participants made errors during either 
Part A or B. 
Results and Discussion 
Significantly activated clusters from either group, as well as 
their group differences, are listed in Table 5. Similar to Part 1, 
response inhibition elicited a circuit of activation from prefrontal and 
parietal regions, principally in the right hemisphere but with several 
left hemisphere clusters as well, to basal ganglia and thalamic regions. 
Main effect analysis for age group showed that the old-old group 
demonstrated significantly greater activation than did the young-old 
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group in 9 of the 27 clusters. These included 2 of 17 right hemisphere 
clusters (middle frontal gyrus and inferior parietal lobule) and 7 of 10 
of the left hemisphere clusters, principally in parietal and prefrontal 
regions including left pre-SMA, middle and inferior frontal gyri, and the 
left thalamus (see Figure 2c). The young-old group had no clusters 
with significantly greater activation than the old-old group had. These 
results amplify those from Part 1 that showed that increased activation 
in older adults was attributable primarily to the oldest participants. 
Because the groups were demographically and behaviorally 
comparable, and the net effect was increased activation during 
successful inhibition, the results lend credence to the idea that 
advanced age is associated with the recruitment of additional 
homologous brain regions to compensate for lost processing efficiency 
(e.g., Backman et al., 1997; Cabeza et al., 1997; Madden et al., 1999; 
Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000). 
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Clusters of Significant Activation Associated With Response Inhibition in Either the 
Young-Old or Old-Old Groups, With Between-Groups Analysis Results 
The young-old and old-old groups were comparable in terms of 
response inhibition performance, but each age group included both 
good and poor performers (see Table 4). Performance group analyses 
revealed three main effects of performance: right and left pre-SMA 
regions and left thalamus. In these areas, poorer performers had 
greater activation than good performers had. The left pre-SMA region 
is the same one that had a significant main effect for age. Finally, 
there was a significant interaction of age and performance group in 
right pre-SMA, such that poorer performers had greater activation 
than good performers had for successful inhibitions, but the effect was 
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greatest in the oldest participants. Figure 3 shows four of the specific 
effects in detail, with differences attributable to age only in right and 
left middle frontal gyrus (aFigure 3a, b3b, respectively), a difference 
attributable to both age and performance independently in left pre-
SMA (Figure 3c), and the interaction of age and performance in right 
pre-SMA (Figure 3d). Thus, age was the primary contributor to 
activation differences, but inhibition performance also made a specific 
contribution. In addition, the results support the role of pre-SMA in 
successful response inhibition and suggest that those who have 
difficulty with inhibition use pre-SMA (i.e., especially the right) to a 
greater degree than others and can recruit contralateral pre-SMA (i.e., 
especially the left) to assist with response inhibition when necessary. 
 
Figure 3. Scatterplots showing regional activation (percentage area-under-the-curve 
or %AUC) in individual participants separated by both age group (young-old, old-old) 
and inhibitory performance group (good, poor). Age but not performance 
predicted %AUC in right and left middle frontal gyrus clusters (a) and (b), whereas 
age and performance predicted %AUC in left presupplementary motor area or pre-SMA 
(c). Inhibitory performance only predicted %AUC in right pre-SMA (d) 
The Trail-Making score was examined because it is commonly 
used as a measure of executive function (cf. Lezak, 1995) and was 
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expected to be correlated with response inhibition (e.g., Leimkuhler & 
Mesulam, 1985). A factorial ANOVA showed a main effect of inhibition 
performance group, F(1, 13) = 13.95, p ≤ .002, with no main effect of 
age group or interaction of performance and age group (p > .10). 
Moreover, the Trail-Making test score correlated significantly with 
inhibitory performance (r = −.70, p ≤ .002), suggesting that 
performance of the two tasks has a common underlying factor. A 
correlational matrix of the Trail-Making score with %AUC for the 
regions that were activated by the response inhibition task yielded one 
trend: The right pre-SMA region, whose activation interacted with age 
and inhibition performance, correlated with Trail-Making (pre-SMA; r 
= .55, p ≤ .02). The correlation between this cluster and percentage 
of correct inhibition performance is nearly identical (r = −.56, p 
≤ .01), and partial correlations that remove the effect of either 
behavioral task greatly reduces the relationships (rtrail-making × pre-
SMA(inhibition) = .23, rinhibition × pre-SMA (trail-making) = −.35). 
This gives further support to the idea that the two tasks measure 
comparable abilities and supports the role of pre-SMA in inhibitory 
control. 
General Discussion 
 
The purpose of this study was to investigate differences in the 
functional neuroanatomy of inhibitory control in adults from across the 
life span. As predicted, advanced age was associated with slower 
response to targets and more errors of commission on a response 
inhibition task. This result is consistent with many behavioral studies 
that show that inhibitory control declines with age (cf. McDowd et al., 
1995; Moscovitch & Winocur, 1995). Importantly, the present study 
employed highly educated, healthy elders, which suggests that 
inhibitory losses occur even under relatively optimal aging conditions. 
Our hypothesis that the members of all age groups would 
exhibit predominantly right hemisphere activation during inhibition of a 
prepotent response was supported. Furthermore, the principal regions 
involved were in right prefrontal and parietal areas, as has been 
demonstrated with young adults in other go/no-go and response 
inhibition tasks (Casey, Castellanos, et al., 1997; Casey, Trainor, et 
al., 1997; Chao & Knight, 1997; Garavan et al., 1999; Kawashima et 
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al., 1996; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; 
Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 1999; 
Tsujimoto et al., 1997). The difference between the circuit of 
activation for target response (e.g., precentral gyrus, SMA proper) and 
that for lures (e.g., relatively more anterior prefrontal areas) 
underscores the specificity of these prefrontal regions in inhibitory 
control. 
The hypothesis that older adults would exhibit additional 
activation beyond that of young participants was also supported. Older 
adults had extensive left hemisphere, and in particular left lateral 
prefrontal, activation that was significantly greater than that seen in 
young adults during successful inhibitions. Relative to young adults, 
older participants in Part 1 had only a few areas of significantly 
reduced activation during response to targets and inhibition. Moreover, 
examining only older adults (Part 2), the older group comparably 
activated the same right hemisphere circuitry as the younger elders 
during inhibition, with extensive additional activation and no areas of 
significant reduction relative to younger elders. 
The functional inhibition findings suggest that older adults can 
compensate for declining performance by the use of additional 
ipsilateral and contralateral brain regions. The recruitment view posits 
the use of additional, principally homologous (i.e., contralateral) 
circuitry for compensation (e.g., Cabeza et al., 1997), whereas the 
reorganization view would predict the activation of alternative circuitry 
for compensation (e.g., Della-Maggiore et al., 2000; Grady, 1998). 
Given that our older participants comparably activated the same 
regions as those activated by young adults, along with activation of 
additional homologous areas, recruitment may be the most 
parsimonious interpretation of our results. 
Previous PET studies with perceptual and memory tasks have 
found similar evidence of compensation in elders, though mostly in 
conjunction with reduced activation in other areas (e.g., Backman et 
al., 1997; Cabeza et al., 1997, 2000; Grady et al., 1995, 1998; 
Madden et al., 1999; Nagahama et al., 1997; Reuter-Lorenz et al., 
2000). The event-related procedure used in this study, which allows 
removal of error trials, may have reduced error-based contributions to 
the functional maps, resulting in less evidence of age-related 
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activation reductions. In contrast, task differences may also be 
responsible for the between-study differences. On a cautionary note, in 
addition to removing error-based contributions to functional maps, 
removal of error trials from analysis typically leaves fewer trials for 
analysis for older participants than for young ones. Indeed, 2 of our 
participants performed rather poorly, leaving only seven lure trials for 
analysis. Either including or excluding such participants from analysis 
can have an effect on the results. We chose to include them because 
the effect of task performance was of particular interest. In any event, 
the current study highlights the utility of the event-related procedure 
in the study of aging using functional neuroimaging. 
The predominance of prefrontal activation and compensation 
during this task is not surprising because inhibitory ability is associated 
with prefrontal function (e.g., Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; Garavan et 
al., 1999; Grafman, 1995; Humberstone et al., 1997; Konishi, 
Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; Tsujimoto et al., 1997) 
and because the frontal lobes are perhaps most affected by aging 
(e.g., Creasey & Rapoport, 1985; Huttenlocher, 1979; Jacobs & 
Scheibel, 1993; Terry, DeTeresa, & Hansen, 1987). Thus, diffuse 
prefrontal losses in older adults may be the source of greater overall 
prefrontal activation during successful inhibitions. The current task and 
similar response inhibition (e.g., go/no-go) tasks are most associated 
with right lateral prefrontal activation (e.g., Casey, Castellanos, et al., 
1997; Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; Garavan et al., 1999; Kawashima 
et al., 1996; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; 
Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 
1999), a result consistent with our data. Tasks that are particularly 
more dependent on verbal mechanisms, such as those with verbal 
interference (e.g., Stroop) or response competition, typically also find 
prefrontal activation, but on the left side (e.g., D'Esposito, Postle, 
Jonides, & Smith, 1999; Jonides et al., 1998, 2000; Perret, 1974; 
Reuter-Lorenz et al., 2000; Smith et al., 1998; Taylor, Kornblum, 
Lauber, Minoshima, & Koeppe, 1997). In several of these studies, the 
inhibition or interference component has been particularly associated 
with ventrolateral activation, such as in inferior frontal gyrus (e.g., 
D'Esposito, Postle, et al., 1999; Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi, 
Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; Konishi, Nakajima, 
Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 
1997). In this study, both dorsolateral and ventrolateral activation 
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were found to be associated with response inhibition, but ventrolateral 
regions were perhaps most notable. The relative consistency among 
these studies highlights the advantages of the event-related paradigm 
for revealing specific regional activation-associated task 
subcomponents, such as the common role of response inhibition or 
interference in working memory (e.g., D'Esposito, Postle, et al., 1999). 
The task used in the present study is somewhat more complex 
than some other go/no-go tasks, but it has been used previously with 
comparable results to those other tasks (Garavan et al., 1999). 
Specifically, the task used here includes a small working memory 
component in that the identity of the previous target must be retained 
to make a response decision to the next target. Thus, it is similar to a 
working memory “n-back” task where n is equal to one item. 
Importantly, this task is distinguishable from an n-back task because it 
establishes and maintains prepotency to respond when inhibition is 
necessary, and because the working memory load does not transiently 
increase during lure presentation inasmuch as no updating of the 
contents of working memory for the current target is necessary during 
lure presentation. However, it might be useful to consider how the 
activations attributable to such a task as this one differ from more 
traditional n-back tasks. 
Most n-back tasks produce activation in multiple prefrontal 
regions that are comparable to those we found. Indeed, increasing 
load in these tasks can generate greater activation within these 
regions (cf. Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000) as well as in contralateral areas 
(Klingberg, O'Sullivan, & Roland, 1997; Stuss et al., 1999). However, 
few studies have examined the n = 1 condition relative to control (or n 
= 0), which would be most comparable to the current task. Where it 
has been examined, the n = 1 condition typically does not produce 
more extensive activation than does a control condition, which is 
consistent with its “low-load” designation (however, see Braver et al., 
1997; D. C. Cohen et al., 1997). Furthermore, we also found specific 
activation areas in the inferior frontal gyrus, which are typically not 
found in traditional working memory tasks. Activation in this region is 
more specifically associated with inhibitory control tasks (e.g., 
D'Esposito, Postle, et al., 1999; Garavan et al., 1999; Konishi, 
Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; Konishi, Nakajima, 
Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 1999; Taylor et al., 
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1997) or working memory tasks that specifically manipulate response 
prepotency (Jonides et al., 1998). It would be interesting to determine 
whether the areas “recruited” by elders in this inhibitory task are 
distinguishable from the areas “recruited” by young and older adults 
during working memory tasks with varying levels of difficulty. Such a 
question would be best addressed using a within-subject design using 
both types of tasks and a direct comparison of activation results. 
Regardless, similarity in the neural substrates for working memory and 
inhibitory control is not surprising in that both processes are critically 
important for much of cognitive functioning, and inhibition is of central 
importance to normal working memory performance because of the 
need to suppress interfering stimuli (e.g., Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; 
see also Duncan & Owen, 2000; Garavan et al., 1999; Pennington, 
1994). 
Additional left prefrontal activation in elders in this study can be 
interpreted in several ways. First, some studies suggest that when 
task demands are high, more prefrontal cortex in either hemisphere 
(or both hemispheres) is recruited to the task (Klingberg et al., 1997; 
Stuss et al., 1999). The task demands, both by performance and 
anecdotal report, were greater for older participants relative to 
younger ones. Indeed, increased left prefrontal activation (attributable 
primarily to older participants) was also correlated with slower reaction 
time, which may reflect recruitment inasmuch as an increase in task 
difficulty that leads to recruitment may cause a slowing of processing 
speed that causes slowed reaction time (Salthouse, 1996). It is also 
notable that there were increases in left prefrontal activation in both 
more dorsal sites and in those that are more specific to the inferior 
frontal gyrus that is associated with response inhibition. In addition, 
increased left prefrontal activity in elders could be reflective of their 
greater verbal strategy usage. This interpretation would fit with Stroop 
and other interference studies that show an association of inhibition 
with left rather than right prefrontal activation (e.g., D'Esposito, 
Postle, et al., 1999; Jonides et al., 1998, 2000; Perret, 1974; Smith et 
al., 1998; Taylor et al., 1997). However, this interpretation leaves 
unclear why the right prefrontal activation, which is predominantly 
comparable in young and old, that occurs with this task and compares 
with other response inhibition studies (e.g., Casey, Castellanos, et al., 
1997; Casey, Trainor, et al., 1997; Garavan et al., 1999; Kawashima 
et al., 1996; Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Kameyama, et al., 1998; 
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Konishi, Nakajima, Uchida, Sekihara, et al., 1998; Konishi et al., 1999) 
would be necessary. Finally, multiple studies using a variety of tasks 
have found more bilateral activity in elders compared with young 
adults, with which our results are consistent. Cabeza (2002) reviews 
these studies and introduces a new model, hemispheric asymmetry 
reduction in old adults (HAROLD), to account for the findings. Our data 
are consistent with the HAROLD model, which is itself consistent with a 
compensation view. 
It should be noted that the construct of recruitment need not be 
restricted to engagement of contralateral regions. For example, 
evidence of recruitment by elders within-hemisphere has been found, 
such as elders engaging both dorsal and ventral streams during both 
what and where processing (e.g., Grady, Haxby, Horwitz, Schapiro, & 
Rapoport, 1992; Grady et al., 1994). This type of finding highlights the 
lack of strong distinction between a recruitment or a reorganization 
interpretation. More important, what has yet to be investigated by any 
study, and is critical for any compensation view, is whether there is a 
direct benefit to the additional activity. Although one behavioral study 
that mandated bihemispheric processing by the manipulation of 
targets and probes in separate portions of the visual field suggested 
that increased bilateral activity in elders is beneficial, the authors 
acknowledged that direct evidence that links performance with 
activation areas is necessary to support this conclusion (Reuter-
Lorenz, Stanczak, & Miller, 1999). Future studies, perhaps examining 
error trials and correct trials, will be needed to definitively establish 
the link between recruitment and functional benefit. 
Increased parietal activation in both hemispheres in older 
relative to younger participants was also found. Inferior parietal cortex 
was previously shown to be activated by this task (Garavan et al., 
1999). Its role is thought to be in assisting in the fine motor control to 
retract (or prevent) the motor response (Garavan et al., 1999; 
Steinmetz, 1998), which is consistent with the correlation between 
activation here and task performance and speed. Additionally, inferior 
parietal cortex is associated with phonological short-term memory 
storage (cf. Cabeza & Nyberg, 2000). Indeed, fronto-parietal networks 
are associated with working memory, and activation is influenced by 
working memory load (e.g., Klingberg et al., 1997). Although the 
present task does include a working memory component, it is minimal 
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(i.e., one item) and does not transiently increase during lure 
presentation. Greater inferior parietal activation in older participants 
may reflect the greater demand of the task on them. Alternatively, it 
might reflect the use of subvocalization to rehearse the expected 
target (e.g., during an X lure presentation, the participant is 
subvocalizing Y because he or she is awaiting a Y as the next eligible 
target). 
Some regions of activation provided evidence that the effects of 
inhibitory performance (or ability) on activation can be separated from 
that resulting from aging per se. In older adults (Part 2), activation in 
the right pre-SMA interacted with age and task performance such that 
poor performers had more activation than better performers had, an 
effect that was greatest in the eldest participants. For the left pre-
SMA, there were main effects for both age and performance, in which 
activation was greatest in both the oldest participants and in the 
poorest performers in either age group. These findings support the 
role of pre-SMA in inhibition (e.g., Garavan et al., 1999; Humberstone 
et al., 1997). Additionally, studies with increasing task load demands 
(e.g., working memory) show that participants exhibit greater regional 
activation, or recruitment, when difficulty is high (Klingberg et al., 
1997; Stuss et al., 1999). As such, similar to the recruitment 
interpretation for older versus younger individuals, our results could be 
interpreted as poorer performers increasing their use of these regions 
when the task is more difficult. 
Decreased regional activation in association with poor task 
performance is sometimes interpreted as a failure of the region(s) to 
function sufficiently. For example, one PET study found that older 
adults exhibited greater working memory interference (i.e., poorer 
performance) and less activation in left lateral prefrontal areas than 
did young adults, presumably because the region functioned less well 
in older individuals (Jonides et al., 2000). In addition, greater left 
hemisphere activation, particularly in posterior areas, has been 
associated with better task performance in elders (Reuter-Lorenz et 
al., 2000). It might seem then that the interpretation of increased 
activation in “poor performers” as recruitment conflicts with previous 
studies. However, consistent with our interpretation, a recent PET 
study found that with increased executive demands (e.g., dual tasks), 
poorer young performers and older participants had left prefrontal 
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activation, whereas good young performers did not (Smith et al., 
2001). Furthermore, it must be emphasized that the activation data 
for the current event-related study are taken only from successful 
trials, and as such “poor performers” and “good performers” were 
equivalent in actual performance in terms of the imaging data. Thus, 
when both groups are performing accurately, greater activation may 
reflect compensation. An alternative interpretation of a negative 
association between regional activation and task performance, 
however, is that the “recruitment” is disruptive, rather than beneficial, 
perhaps itself reflecting failed inhibition (Cabeza et al., 1997). That is, 
although the prominent interpretation is that poorer performers, on 
successful trials, would have greater activation as compensation, one 
could instead interpret it as interfering with performance. Thus, if it 
could be suppressed, performance would be improved. It will be 
difficult to differentiate between these possibilities because of the 
correlational nature of these associations. However, future studies that 
compare activation during successful trials with activation during error 
trials might provide some clarification. 
In conclusion, this study supports many existing studies that 
show that inhibitory decline occurs in advancing age and that this 
decline may be associated with other cognitive changes (e.g., Hasher 
& Zacks, 1988). Response inhibition was associated with 
predominantly right lateralized prefrontal and parietal activation. In 
addition, advanced age and poor inhibitory control were associated 
with additional activation within the right hemisphere as well as in left 
prefrontal and parietal areas. The results support the view that older 
adults compensate for age-related neural changes by recruiting 
additional neural circuitry to assist with inhibition, but whether this 
recruitment is directly beneficial to performance must still be 
investigated. 
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